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Abstract 
The main aim of this paper is to characterize infinite, locally finite, planar, l-ended graphs by 
means of path separation properties. Let r be an infinite graph, let I7 be a double ray in r, and 
let d and d, denote the distance functions in r and in n, respectively. One calls II a quasi-axis if 
lim inf d(x, y)/d,(x, y) > 0, where x and y are vertices of II and d,(x, y) + CC. An infinite, locally 
finite, almost 4-connected, almost-transitive, l-ended graph is shown to be planar if and only if 
the complement of every quasi-axis has exactly two infinite components. 
Let r be locally finite, planar, 3-connected, almost-transitive, and l-ended. It is shown that 
no proper planar embedding of r has an infinite face and hence its covalences are bounded. If 
r has bounded covalences and if ll is any double ray in r, it is shown that r - ll has at most 
two infinite components, at most one on each side of Il. If, moreover, 17 is a quasi-axis, then 
r - n is shown to have exactly two infinite components. With the aid of a result of Thomassen 
(1992), the above-stated characterization of infinite, locally finite, planar, l-ended graphs is then 
obtained. 
1. Preliminaries 
The graphs considered in this article are simple graphs. Capital Greek letters will be 
reserved for graphs and their subgraphs. The symbols V(T), E(r), AUT(T), and JO 
will denote, respectively, the vertex set, the edge set, the automorphism group, and the 
connectivity of r. If x E V(r), then p(x) will denote the valence of x. If p(x) = r for all 
x E V(r), that is, if p is constant on V(T), then we say that r is p-ualent and write 
p(T) = r. In this article all infinite graphs will be presumed to be locally finite; that is, 
p(x) < 00 for every vertex x. If x, y E V(T), then d(x, y) denotes the distance between 
x and y. If C is a path or ray or double ray in r and if x, y E V(C), then C[x, y] will 
denote the subpath, or segment, of C joining x and y. The meanings of C(x, y), 
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C[x, co), etc., are then obvious. If n is a subgraph of r (denoted: n E r), then 8(/i) 
denotes the set of those vertices not in L’(n) that are adjacent to a vertex of LI. 
We say that r is almost-transitive if AUT(T) acts on V(T) with finitely many orbits. 
In a locally finite graph, there will, of course, be finitely many orbits in E(T) as 
well. This notion generalizes the familiar notions of vertex-transitivity and edge- 
transitivity. 
Suppose that r is connected. The cardinality of a smallest separating set T c V(T) 
such that r - T has at least one finite component is denoted by rcr(r ) , and such a set 
T, if it is finite, is called a pseparator. 
A finite subgraph Qi of r is an atom of r if @ has the least number of vertices of any 
component of r - T as T ranges over the ic,-separators of r. We denote by x(T) the 
number of vertices in an atom of r. The cardinality of a smallest set T c V(T) such 
that r - T has a least two infinite components is denoted by K-,(r). Each of the 
parameters Icf and rc, is defined to be cc in the event that an appropriate ‘smallest set’ 
fails to exist. In any case, rc(T) = min {rcr(r), K,(r)}. We say that r is almost 
4-connected if rcf(r) 2 3 and for every Ic,-separator T, r - T has exactly two com- 
ponents, one consisting of a single vertex. 
We use the notion of an ‘end’ as formulated by Halin [l]. The number of ends of an 
infinite, locally finite graph r turns out to be the supremum, if it exists, of the number 
of infinite components of r - T as T ranges over all finite subsets of V(T); if this 
supremum does not exist, we say simply that r is a-ended. When, moreover, r is 
almost-transitive, this supremum is 1,2, or infinity (by [3, Corollary 151 combined 
with [5, Theorem I]). Since this article is concerned mainly with l-ended graphs, it is 
handy to note that the following (adapting [l, item 1.11) are equivalent: 
(1) r has exactly one end; 
(2) for any finite subset T of V(T), r - T has just one infinite component, i.e., 
K,(r)= CO; 
(3) any two rays in r are joined by an infinite sequence of pairwise-disjoint paths. 
It follows that a l-ended, almost 4-connected graph is 3-connected. 
When a planar graph is 3-connected, the cyclic order of the edges incident with each 
vertex when that graph is embedded in the plane becomes an intrinsic property of the 
graph and is the same for all planar embeddings. This classic result of Whitney [ll] 
for finite graphs has been generalized to infinite graphs in [4,8]. Also independent of 
the embedding is the collection of subsets of the edge-set hat form the boundaries of 
the faces, i.e., the connected components of the complement of the embedded 
graph. Thus the cooalence function p* is a well-defined function on the set of faces of 
a planar, 3-connected graph, counting the number of edges incident with each face. 
That number may be infinite for some faces. If p*(F) = cc, then F will be called an 
injinite face. 
For a biconnected planar graph, let us define a proper embedding to be a planar 
embedding with the property that the boundary of each face is either an elementary 
circuit or a double ray. Halin [2] has characterized the forbidden subgraphs of 
a locally finite, planar graph that force all its planar embeddings to have at least one 
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point of accumulation. All these forbidden subgraphs entail a finite subgaph that 
separates two infinite subgraphs. It follows that every l-ended, locally finite, planar 
graph has an embedding without accumulation points. 
Our reason for this concern is that we will be dealing with infinite faces, in 
particular, showing when they do not occur. Certain embeddings of an infinite, planar 
graph into the Euclidean or hyperbolic plane (for example, into a bounded subspace) 
not only force the existence of accumulation points, but may also affect the number of 
exterior infinite faces, so that this number would be dependent upon the planar 
embedding rather than upon the graph itself. For example, a proper embedding of 
a graph consisting of a two-way infinite ladder has two infinite faces rather than just 
one. Every embedding without accumulation points (except perhaps at infinity) of 
a biconnected graph is proper. Therefore, it will be understood that only proper 
embeddings of l-ended graphs are used. 
2. Some Properties of l-ended Graphs 
In this section we obtain some fundamental results concerning the valence, connect- 
ivity, and covalence parameters in locally finite, l-ended graphs. 
Lemma 2.1. Zfr is l-ended and vertex-transitive, then p(T) 3 3. 
Proof. Since r has exactly one end and is vertex-transitive, r is connected. Hence 
p(T) > 2. But if p(T) = 2, then r would be a double ray, which is 2-ended. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Zf r is l-ended and vertex-transitive, then u(r) >, 3. 
Proof. If K(r) < 3, then Icr(r) < 3 since r is l-ended. By Lemma 2.1, rcr(r) < p(T), 
and so r has nontrivial atoms, that is, cr(T) B 2. But by [6, Corollary 3A], 
2a(T) f kr(r) 6 2, giving a contradiction. 0 
At this point planarity is added to our list of hypotheses. 
Theorem 2.3. Let r be locally$nite, planar, 2-connected, and almost-transitive. Zf r is 
l-ended, then it has no injnite faces (in any proper embedding). 
Proof. Suppose the double ray 17 is the boundary of an infinite face F of r. Let 
E(n) = ({xi-r, xi}: i EZ}, where (without loss of generality) xi+r is the clockwise 
successor Of Xi- 1 about the vertex xi. Since the two rays II’+ = n[xi, co) and 
IZ - = n( - 00 ,x_ i] must belong to the same unique end, there exists an infinite 
sequence of pairwise-disjoint (finite) paths {@i [x - mi 7 Xn,] } z 1, where { mi} z 1 and 
{ni},P”_ 1 are increasing sequences of positive integers. 
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Case 1: F is the only injinite face ofr. Since II is invariant under AUT (F), then by 
almost-transitivity, there exists an integer k such that for all vertices x we have 
d(x, V(n)) < k. We may assume that k > 3. Using the sequence {Qi},? i, we will 
construct another such sequence such that the length of each path is < 2k. 
Let Y 1 = Z7[x_ 1, x1]. Assume that for some m > 1 we have already constructed 
pairwise-disjoint II +IZ --paths Y 1, !P2, . . ., Y,,,_ 1, each of length less than 2k. Clearly 
there is a positive integer j such that none of Y 1, Y1, . . ., Y,_ 1 uses a vertex in 
Z7( - co, x-,,,~] u IZ[xAj, co) or intersects a path in {@i}iaJ=j. 
To construct Y, we do the following. By planarity, for each vertex in ~j+k, there 
exists a path of length < k from that vertex to ZI, and any such path meets @i only if 
i > j. Since both x_,,,~+~ and x,~+~ are adjacent o interior vertices of ~jj+k, there exists 
an edge e = {a, U> of @j+k such that d(u, y) < k and d(u, z) < k, where y E V(n(x,,, co )) 
and z E V(n( - CO,X_,~)). Let C and C’ be shortest paths joining u to y and u to z, 
respectively. Then the walk C u {e} u C’ contains a path Y, with the desired proper- 
ties. Proceeding inductively, we construct the required infinite sequence of paths 
{Pi}:,. 
Evidently, there exists an infinite subset 9 of { Yi 1 i E Z+} such that all paths in 
B have the same length n. Note that AUT(F) fixes F(n) and acts with finitely many 
orbits on the set of all paths of length n in r. Also, by local finiteness, there are only 
finitely many paths of length n terminating at any given vertex of n. Hence some path 
Y = Y[xo,xb] E 9 is the image under some y E AUT(T) of some other path 
Y’ = Y’[x_xJ ~9. It follows that also ~(n[x~,xJ) must be the path n[xc,xd], 
which is impossible since IE(n[xc,xd])l = (c - d( # la - bl = IE(II[x,,xJ)l. Hence 
this case is impossible. 
Case 2: there exists an infinite face F’ # F. Let n’ be the boundary of F’ and let 
Y be a path joining ZZ and 17’. By reindexing if necessary, we may assume that Y runs 
from x0 to some vertex on I7’. Since only finitely many of the paths @i can meet Y, we 
select a path c#+ that does not and consider the circuit A formed by Qk and the segment 
nrx-In,, x,,]. But then A separates acofinite subgraph of n from a cofinite subgraph 
of n’, implying that r must have more than one end. This case, too, is impossible. q 
Corollary 2.4. Let r be locallyfinite, planar, 3-connected, and almost-transitive. If r is 
l-ended, then its set of covalences is bounded. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the hypotheses that r has finitely many face- 
orbits. Hence its dual graph r * is almost-transitive, and by Theorem 2.3, r * is locally 
finite. Hence F* has bounded valences. 0 
3. Separating Properties of Double Rays 
For the sequence of lemmas in this section we assume that r is l-ended, planar, and 
3-connected and that r has been properly embedded in the plane. Let I7 be a double 
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ray in r. Continuing the notation of the previous section, we have 
V(II)={Xi(iEZ}; E(n)={{xi~1,Xi}IiE~}. 
A neighbor y of Xi is a lef neighbor (respectively, right neighbor) of Xi if y .$ V(n) and 
in clockwise (respectively, counterclockwise) order about Xi, one encounters y after 
Xi- 1 and before Xi + 1. Let L (respectively, R) denote the set of vertices that share 
a component of r - II with a left (respectively, right) neighbor of a vertex of ll. 
Lemma 3.1. Every LR-path meets Il. 
Proof. If there exists an LR-path in r - n, then by the definitions there exists such 
a path C whose terminal vertices are a left neighbor y of some Xi and a right neighbor 
z of some Xj. We may assume without loss of generality that i < j. It is then 
straightforward to show that the circuit I7 [xi, xj] LJ (Xj, z} u C u { y, xi} separates the 
two connected subgraphs induced by {xklk < i} and (xk\k > j}, contrary to the 
assumption that r is l-ended. 0 
A trivia1 consequence of Lemma 3.1 is that L n R = 8. An edge of r is said to be on 
the left side of IZ if it is incident with a vertex in L. A face of r is said to be on the left 
side of 17 if it is incident with an edge that is on the left side. The term on the right side 
is defined analogously. Note that by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 
(and by the definition of a proper embedding), no face can be on both sides of 17. 
We denote by 9 (respectively, W) the set of components of r - n whose vertex set 
is contained in L (respectively, in R). Since r is connected, every component of r - II 
belongs to exactly one of Y and 4E and is called a left component or a right component 
accordingly. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A, and A2 be distinct elements of Y. Suppose that for some integers 
i < j < k one has Xi, xk E: d(A,) and Xj E i?(A,), Then 
(1) Wl,) G {xm I i d m < k}; 
(2) A, is aJinite component. 
Proof. (1) Clearly d(n,) G v(n). Let x, E &I,). There exists an Xix,-path @I all of 
whose intermediate vertices are in _4, and an XjX,-path Qz all of whose intermediate 
vertices are in A,. Since a1 and az have no common vertex and have all their edges on 
the same side of fl, all the edges of Qz lie on the same side of the circuit @, u n[Xi, xk]. 
Hence i 6 m < k. 
(2) By part (1) 8(,4,) is finite. If A2 were infinite, then r would have at least 
two ends. q 
An immediate consequence is the following. 
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Lemma 3.3. Given any two distinct infinite elements of 9, they may be labeled A, 
and A2 so that i <j holds whenever xi E ~?(,4,) and XjE 8(/i,). Furthermore, 
IW,) n W2)l 6 1. 
It is clear by symmetry that one may substitute W for 9 in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Lemma 3.4. If r has no infinite face, then 3’ and 9 each include at most one infinite 
element. 
Proof. Suppose that Y includes distinct infinite elements A, and _4*. By Lemma 3.3 
we may assume that there exists m E Z such that m = max {i [xi E a(A,)). 
We obtain a contradiction by constructing an infinite face F. Let y. = x,. Pro- 
ceeding counterclockwise about y. from x,+ 1, let y_ 1 be the first vertex of .4, 
encountered. Continuing inductively in the negative sense, for each i E Z+, proceeding 
counterclockwise about y-i from y-i+ 1, let y-i_ 1 be the first vertex encountered. 
Were it to hold that y-i = xh for some h < m, then, since JI, is infinite and connected, 
the finite Set {y_1,y_2 )...) y-i = &,xh+i , .,.,x,,, = yo} would separate two infinite 
subgraphs of r. Hence y-i E I+li) for all i E Z+. Since the boundary of F contains 
a ray, F must be an infinite face. 
One may substitute W for Y in the foregoing argument by substituting ‘clockwise’ 
for ‘counterclockwise’ in the foregoing construction. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let r be locallyfinite, planar, 2-connected, l-ended, and almost-transitive. 
Then for any double ray ZZ in r, r - Il has at most two infinite components, of which, for 
any proper planar embedding of r, at most one is a left component and at most one is 
a right component. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.3 followed by Lemma 3.4. 0 
Let T, denote the (infinite) r-valent tree. When r > 3 the Cartesian product T, x T2 
satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 except that it is nonplanar. Let n be the 
double ray (a copy of T2) induced by any fiber of the projection T, x T2 --) T,. Then 
(T, x T,) - I7 consists of r infinite components, and we see that planarity is an 
indispensible hypothesis for the theorem. 
The following example shows that I-endedness is also an indispensible hypothesis. 
Begin with the 4-valent regular tessellation of the Euclidean plane, and let certain of 
its 4-gons be distinguished, as indicated by the x in Fig. 1 (a). The same graph is shown 
in Fig. l(b) but embedded with one of the distinguished 4-gons as its exterior face. Let 
r be formed by first placing a copy of Fig. l(b) onto each of the distinguished 4-gons 
of Fig. l(a), identifying the boundaries. Then onto each of the 4-gons distinguished by 
x of this new graph, again superimpose acopy of Fig. l(b). r is the limit graph when 
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Fig. 
(b) 
I. 
this process is repeated indefinitely. r satisfies all the hypotheses of the theorem except 
that it is infinitely-ended. The heavy black line in Fig. l(a) indicates a portion of 
a meandering double ray n; observe that r - l7 can have any desired number of 
components, even infinitely many. 
4. Quasi-axes 
Let E be a double ray in an infinite graph r, and label V(Z) = {xi ( i EZ} in the 
obvious way as in the previous sections. We define 
and call cr = a(Z) the straightness of E. Clearly 0 d cr < 1. We call Z a quasi-axis if 
d > 0. Following [lo], E IS an axis if d(xi, Xi) = 1 i - j 1 for all i, j EZ. Thus 0 = 1 for all 
axes, but the converse is not true. For example, if E is obtained from an axis by 
replacing finitely many edges by paths joining their incident vertices, then a(E) = 1, 
but Z is not necessarily an axis. 
We saw in the previous section that, under suitable conditions on r, the com- 
plement of any double ray n has at most two infinite components. It is possible for 
f - II to have only one infinite component or none at all. In the extreme case, if n is 
a Hamilton path, then its complement has no vertices at all. By restricting the double 
rays under consideration to quasi-axes and replacing the hypothesis that there be no 
infinite face by the sharper condition that the covalences be bounded, we force the 
existence of two infinite components in their complements. 
Theorem 4.1. Let r be locally Jinite, planar, 3-connected, and l-ended, with bounded 
covalences. For any quasi-axis E in r, r - B has exactly two infinite components, one on 
each side of E. 
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Proof. Let E + and E”- denote the two rays in % emanating from x0 whose vertices are 
those with nonnegative and nonpositive subscripts, respectively. 
Since r is l-ended, there exists an infinite set of pairwise-disjoint paths 
joining Z+ to E”-. By Lemma 3.1, each of these paths lies entirely on one side of 2. 
If on one side of E there are only finitely many such paths, then it is straight- 
forward (by the technique in the proof of Lemma 3.4) to construct an infinite 
face, contrary to hypothesis. Hence there are infinitely many of these paths on each 
side of 8. 
If some two of these paths on the same side of B are an xixj-path with i < j and an 
x,x,-path with m < n, then, as we saw in the proof of Lemma 3.2, one cannot have 
i < m < j < n. Hence there exists on the right side of B a sequence of pairwise-disjoint 
paths {&[x_ mk,~,k]}km_l where {mk}km_l and {~}km,~ are increasing sequences of 
positive integers. 
Suppose that no right component of Z is infinite. (The possibility that there are no 
vertices on the right side of Z is not hereby precluded.) Then there exists a subsequence 
{@;I of {&} such that no two distinct paths in the subsequence meet the same 
component of r - E. For each k EZ+, let XI,, and xh, denote the two terminal 
vertices of @;. For each k CZ+, there exists a face Fk on the right side of 3 on whose 
boundary lie vertices x_~ and xpk where rn; < pk < m;+ 1 and n; < qk < n; + 1, giving 
P*(&) 3 2d(x-~~x4,). 
From this and the hypothesis that E is a quasi-axis, we have 
liminf p*(Fk) 
2 2a > 0. 
k-m Pk+qk 
But then lim,+co p*(Fk) = CC, contrary to hypothesis. Hence some right component 
of r - 5 is infinite. By symmetry there also exists an infinite left component of r - E. 
By Lemma 3.1 these components are distinct. The theorem now follows from 
Lemma 3.4. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let r be locally finite, planar, 3-connected, l-ended, and almost- 
transitive. If % is a quasi-axis in r, then r - E has exactly two inJinite components, one 
on each side of 5. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 4.1. q 
Corollary 4.3. Let r be locally finite, planar, l-ended, and vertex-transitive. If % is 
an axis in r, then r - E consists of exactly two components, both infinite, one on each 
side of 8. 
Proof. By [lo, Theorem 4.21 r - Z has no finite components. Now apply Lemma 2.2 
and Corollary 4.2. 0 




